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Automotive Software Consolidation is a Big 

Opportunity for Engineering Service Providers 
Author: Pareekh Jain, Founder and Lead Analyst, EIIRTrend 

 

The increasing software complexity is driving auto OEMs and suppliers to rethink 

their organizational structure. Some auto enterprises are consolidating their 

software capability. In this PoV, we discuss the different examples of organization 

restructuring to focus on overall enterprise-wide software development and how 

it affects the overall engineering outsourcing decisions. 

Exhibit 1: Automotive Software Consolidation 

 

Source: EIIRTrend 
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The auto industry is going through a massive transformation, and the ACES 

(Autonomous, Connected, Electric, Shared mobility) trends are not only bringing 

the technology revolution but also enabling the structural change in the industry. 

As a result of these trends, software components are increasing in the vehicle.  

For example, at present, a high-end car now includes more numbers of lines of 

code more than a passenger aircraft and even a fighter jet. This increasing 

software complexity is a worrying sign for the auto OEMs and suppliers as they 

need to rethink their organizational priority and structure to build advanced 

software capability. Previously, software functions were spread across the 

business functions of the auto enterprises, so there were several local-level 

decisions for in-house development and outsourcing roadmap. But given the 

technology complexity (development, integration, etc.) in a vehicle, auto 

enterprises are looking for a centralized software business unit that can look into 

the entire stack for overall innovation rather than a partial view by the existing 

silos across the business functions. In this PoV, we discuss the different examples 

of organization restructuring to focus on overall enterprise-wide software 

development and how it affects the overall engineering outsourcing decisions. 

 

Increasing complexity and heterogeneous technologies are enabling auto 

OEMs and suppliers to abolish software silos  

Let's discuss the Volkswagen story that perfectly sums up this trend. In mid-2019, Volkswagen announced 

that it plans to develop significantly more software in the car and for vehicle-related services itself and to 

boost the in-house share of software development from the current figure of less than 10 percent to at 

least 60 percent by 2025. It uses up to 70 control units with operating software from 200 different suppliers 

that need to be integrated into Volkswagen brand vehicles. Also, there are different systems with similar 

functions within the Group, for example, infotainment and navigation. One uniform operating system with 

the same basic functions for all brands and the use of the Volkswagen Automotive Cloud for all Group 

models will considerably simplify the situation.  

https://www.volkswagenag.com/en/news/2019/06/volkswagen-with-new-software-unit.html
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We have observed the same underlying reasons with several examples of consolidation of different 

software business units across auto OEMs and suppliers in the recent past, as described in Exhibit 2. 

Exhibit 2: News about software business units across auto OEMs and suppliers 

Overall levers Announcements 

 ECU consolidation 

 Smart mobility, 

autonomous driving  

 Focus on the digital 

feature, experience 

management 

 Connected 

manufacturing 

 Single software 

platform across the 

enterprises for easy 

development and 

integration, among 

others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: EIIRTrend 

 

 

 

Volkswagen established a separate software unit named "Car. 

Software" that is responsible for essential parts of software 

development for vehicles and cloud platforms in all brands and regions. 

Bosch is restructuring its Mobility Solutions business to bring together 

automotive software, electronic systems, and sensors in one division. 

By 2021 automotive electronics systems and the requisite software will 

come from a single source, Cross-Domain Computing Solutions. This 

combines 17,000 staff from the entire Car Multimedia division and 

parts of the Powertrain Solutions, Chassis Systems Control, and 

Automotive Electronics divisions across 40 sites in 20 countries. 

 
DENSO will establish the Software Innovation Department to 

strengthen its capabilities and expand areas utilizing the software. The 

department will lead the company's software reformation activities. 

 
ZF adapts to software challenges by setting up a Global Software Center 

Toyota Research Institute - Advanced Development launches a new 

holding company that will consolidate Toyota's software technology 

development and will also offer services to other customers. It will 

focus on a more agile "software-first" development process, and 

Software Defined Architecture.  

 
HELLA founded new Global Software House with 2000 software 

professionals across Germany, Romania, India 
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Exclusive partnership, large deals, and vendor consolidation are some of 

the key highlights of the centralized decision making  

As software units are becoming more centralized, the overall decision-making process is becoming more 

centralized. At present, in many cases, the BU-level (in a global scenario) decision making is controlled from 

the HQ, and in geographic cases also, auto enterprises are planning to work with selective providers. As a 

result, we are observing the below trends as described in Exhibit 3. 

Exhibit 3: Service providers can relate to the below aspects as an impact of centralized decision 

making  

Key highlights Description Example 

Exclusive 

partnership 

Auto enterprises are 

partnering with 

engineering providers for 

specialized capability 

KPIT wins a large strategic deal from BMW Group for 

the next generation charging electronics program. As 

part of the strategic collaboration, KPIT has been 

nominated as the single source software integration 

partner for the next generation 11KW combined 

charging electronics program powering the upcoming 

BEV's of BMW Group. MicroFuzzy (A KPIT group 

company) and KPIT will perform the role of a strategic 

software partner and will be responsible for complete 

development, integration, validation, and series 

software maintenance to accelerate the technologies a 

future electric vehicle requires. 

Large deal As BU/geography level 

requirements are 

aggregated for evaluating 

outsourcing decision, so 

$100M+ deals have started 

to surface in the market 

Wipro bags automotive software engineering contract 

from Marelli. As part of this agreement, Wipro will 

leverage its EngineeringNXT framework and automotive 

engineering capabilities to establish a software 

engineering factory for Marelli. Also, it will help improve 

Marelli's operational efficiency and expedite the launch 

of "cutting-edge" technologies on connectivity and 

sustainable mobility solutions. 

Vendor 

consolidation 

Since auto enterprises are 

looking for strategic 

partnership, vendor 

consolidation is a step 

forward to that  

In the second half of 2019, Mercedes-Benz Research 

and Development (MBRD) floated an IT outsourcing 

contract that includes developing infrastructure 

applications for its primary data centers, moving some 

applications to the cloud, and managing platforms. 

According to reports, the deal appears to involve 

vendor consolidation. 
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Joint venture Auto enterprises are 

making a JV for enterprise-

wide transformation or 

exploring new technology 

applications 

Capgemini and Audi launched their joint venture XL2 

that will provide digital technology and consulting 

services, namely in the fields of SAP S/4HANA® and 

cloud services primarily for Audi and the entire 

Volkswagen Group. 

Digital 

ecosystem 

Auto OEMs are creating a 

digital ecosystem that 

includes a marketplace in 

which different players 

offers  several solutions 

compliant with the 

underlying technology, 

business, and functional 

requirements 

Volkswagen is following an App Store approach 

(Volkswagen plants can obtain new software 

applications directly from the Industrial Cloud and 

optimize their operations) for its partner organizations. 

The open platform will enable partners to connect with 

Volkswagen plants and to make their software 

applications available via the Industrial Cloud. 

Captive carve-

out/Rebadging 

Rebadging of the existing 

employees or GIC 

professionals 

As a part of the recent multi-billion Daimler-Infosys 

deal, 600 people will be transferred to Infosys from 

Daimler 

As a part of the TCS-GM deal in 2019, over 1,300 

employees of GM Technical Center – India (GMTC-I) will 

transfer to TCS, including teams focused on propulsion 

systems, vehicle engineering, controls development, 

testing, creative design, and special projects 

Source: EIIRTrend 
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Capability development and relationship management are the two primary 

levers for the deal conversion 

Service providers can position themselves based on the requirements of the auto enterprises, as described 

in Exhibit 4.  

Exhibit 4: Broad analysis of automotive technology outsourcing landscape 

Technology type Scope Preferred vendor Key ask 

Legacy/traditional 

software stacks, 

automotive 

technologies 

primarily 

mechanical 

Digital infrastructure, 

ERP modernization, 

design, and development 

(mechanical oriented 

related to interior, 

exterior, ICE powertrain. 

These are typically large 

deals. 

Primarily the existing 

vendors that are involved 

with IT outsourcing. For 

example, Wipro and 

Infosys already had a 

relationship with 

Magneti Marelli and 

Daimler, respectively.  

The focus is primarily on 

execution that includes 

pricing, onsite presence, 

etc., with a scope of 

rebadging. So 

relationship plays a 

critical role.  

Emerging 

technologies 

(related to ACES 

trends, digital 

manufacturing ) 

Battery management, 

autonomous driving 

simulation models, 

connected car, smart 

factory. These are 

typically small and 

medium-sized deals. 

Besides existing vendors, 

new providers are also 

welcome. The selection 

criteria often involve 

multiple screenings 

related to MVP, 

hackathon, etc., before 

final selection. 

The focus is primarily on 

the capability of the 

providers. So, resource 

capability,    solutions 

portfolio, and domain 

expertise are the key 

differentiators, among 

others.  

Source: EIIRTrend 

 

Bottom Line: The majority of the automotive engineering outsourcing pie 

will be concentrated among a few providers – Service providers should start 

to think about a long-term plan to align themselves accord ingly 

Automotive engineering service providers should start to rethink the transactional nature of their 

relationships with the auto enterprises. As auto enterprises are drafting a long-term technology roadmap, 

strategic partners will be their key technology providers in the coming years. Therefore, to grab the key 

outsourcing pie, service providers need to align themselves both in terms of capability and relationship to 

the auto clients. 
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